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Abstract

For high performance parallel computing on actual Grids, one of the important issues is to co-allocate the distributed resources that are managed by various local schedulers with advance reservation. To address the issue, we proposed and developed the GridARS resource co-allocation framework, and a general advance reservation protocol that uses WSRF/GSI and a two-phased commit (2PC) protocol to enable a generic and secure advance reservation process based on distributed transactions, and provides the interface module for various existing resource schedulers. To confirm the effectiveness of GridARS, we describe the performance of a simultaneous reservation process and a case study of GridARS grid co-allocation over transpacific computing and network resources. Our experiments showed that: 1) the GridARS simultaneous 2PC reservation process is scalable and practical and 2) GridARS can co-allocate distributed resources managed by various local schedulers stably.

1 Introduction

Grid technologies allow large-scale parallel computing, namely metacomputing, over distributed computing resources managed by different organizations. A crucial issue for achieving high effective performance of fine-grain message passing applications over Grid environments is Grid co-allocation of various distributed resources.

At this point, we perform Grid co-allocation as follows:

(1) Manual reservation and job execution by SSH

The user reserves distributed resources by human negotiations such as e-mail and phone for each resource manager and performs metacomputing over the reserved resources at the reserved time. Some academic Grid test beds apply this strategy, but the problems are: it is difficult to use resources effectively, someone might use the reserved resources, and it is unrealistic to expect to have a local account on all of the available resources in large-scale Grid environments.

(2) Manual reservation of resources managed by resource schedulers

The user reserves resources manually as in (1), and administrators of the corresponding cluster managed by a batch queuing system configure a reservation queue according to the requirements. Then, the user submits jobs to the queues and performs metacomputing. The Tera Grid project in the US[1] adopts this strategy, which allows management of resources based on each organization's policy. On the other hand, many manual configuration errors have been reported.

(3) Automatic reservation of resources managed by resource schedulers

Resources are managed by a local batch queuing system with an advance reservation capability and a global scheduler co-allocates distributed resources for user requirements. Then the user submits jobs to the reserved queue. This strategy allows resource management based on each organization's own policy, as well as (2) avoiding human configuration errors. However, there have been several technical issues standing in the way of automatic reservation by global schedulers, as described in Section 2.

We propose GridARS (Grid Advance Reservation-based System framework), a Grid co-allocation framework for distributed resources, such as computers and network, and we developed a general advance reservation protocol over WSRF (Web Services Resource Framework) [2].
GridARS co-allocation architecture consists of a Global Resource Scheduler (GRS) and Resource Managers (RM, local schedulers), and automatically co-allocates required resources via WSRF. It enables a simultaneous reservation process for multiple resources by using a hierarchical two-phase commit (2PC) protocol between the User-GRS and GRS-RMs.

The main components of GridARS are the GridARS-Coscheduler and GridARS-WSRF. The GridARS-Coscheduler finds suitable resources for each user and co-allocates the resources by distributed transactions. GridARS-WSRF is an interface module for the proposed 2PC advance reservation protocol over WSRF. Our GridARS-WSRF implementation, called GridARS-WSRF/GT4, has been developed using Globus Toolkit 4 (GT4) [3].

To confirm the effectiveness of GridARS, we present the basic performance of our 2PC reservation process between GRS and 8 RMs over WSRF/GSI using GridARS, and describe a case study of GridARS Grid co-allocation of transPacific computing and network resources. Our experiments showed that: 1) the GridARS simultaneous 2PC reservation process is scalable and practical and 2) GridARS can co-allocate distributed resources managed by various local schedulers stably.

2 Issues for Grid Co-allocation

Various resources, such as computers, network, and storage, on Grids are generally used by local domain users. In Grid co-allocation, resource schedulers have to provide their resources for both local users and global users, and thus must aim for co-allocation over Grids, efficiently. To resolve this situation, there are the following issues:

Co-allocation of various resources Existing Grid global scheduling system, such as Moab [4] and CSF [5] actually address only computing resources. However, high performance parallel computing over distributed environments requires not only computing resources, but also network resources, such as bandwidth. A global scheduling system co-allocates various resources with assured performance.

Coordination with existing resource schedulers In order to use resources efficiently under differing domain policies, most Grid resources have been managed by resource schedulers such as GridEngine[6], TORQUE[7] or other commercial batch queuing systems. Global schedulers have to provide resources for global users in coordination with existing resource schedulers.

Advance reservation Local resource schedulers basically allocate each user job based on strategies such as FCFS. In this situation, it is difficult to estimate when a user job will start. To co-allocate resources without losing each local resource, an advance reservation capability is required for local and global schedulers.

WSRF/GSI WSRF is a standard interface for stateless services. Most resource schedulers provide a command line interface or a graphical interface. To provide resources for various global users, who usually do not access resource scheduler hosts by SSH or other schemes, resource schedulers and global schedulers should provide a standard WSRF interface with secure communication, such as GSI (Grid Security Infrastructure).

Two-phase commit Resource schedulers should support a two-phase commit (2PC) reservation interface so that global schedulers can allocate distributed resources simultaneously based on distributed transactions. As shown in Fig. 1, we assume modification of reservation time on reserved resources managed by distributed resource schedulers using a one-phase commit (1PC) protocol, which most resource schedulers support. (1) After User sends a modification request to the global scheduler, called Co-allocator, Co-allocator sends the request to related resource managers. (2) In this case, RM2 has failed to modify the reservation time but the other RMs have succeeded. Then, (3) User and Co-allocator send a rollback request of the reservation time to RM0, RM1, and RM3. But at (4), the rollback has failed fatally because the rollback on RM1 has failed due to another reservation being inserted in advance.

3 GridARS Grid Co-allocation Framework

In order to resolve the above issues, we propose and have developed, a GridARS (Grid Advance Reservation-based System framework) co-allocation framework, which allows co-allocation of widely-distributed resources managed by various organizations and resource schedulers.

An overview of the GridARS co-allocation framework is shown in Fig. 2. GridARS consists of a
Global Resource Scheduler (GRS) and Resource Managers (RM) for computers (CRM), network (NRM), and other resources. In each RM, existing resource schedulers manage a reservation table of their resources for advance reservation. A User sends requirements on resources and reservation time to GRS, and then GRS co-allocates suitable resources in coordination with related RMs.

The dotted lines between User-GRS and CRS-RMs in Fig. 2 indicate a two-phase commit (2PC) advance reservation process so that GRS can book distributed resources simultaneously based on distributed transactions. As shown in Fig. 2, GridARS provides a hierarchical 2PC process so that GRS can be one of the resource managers, because it is easy to coordinate with other global schedulers.

3.1 GridARS-Coscheduler

GridARS-Coscheduler consists of a Co-allocator and a Planner, as shown in Fig. 3. Co-allocator receives user resource requirements via GridARS-WSRF and sends the requirement to Planner. From the user request and current resource status, Planner determines candidates from among concrete resources and then returns the planning results to Co-allocator. One solution to get distributed resource information is a centralized global information service to collect and provide local resource information. However, a commercial resource manager cannot expose resource information, and the amount of reservation timetable information is larger than current resource information as managed by current information services, such as Ganglia[8]. Therefore, GridARS GRS requests resource information from each RM directly. Planner is replaceable for
each manager strategy or user requirement.

Then, Co-allocator negotiates with the related RMs 
and books the resources selected by Planner simultane-
ously based on distributed transactions. Details of 
the reservation process will be described in Section 4. 
After the reservation process has finished, Co-allocator 
monitors the status of the reserved resources periodically.

3.2 GridARS-WSRF

GridARS-WSRF is a polling-based 2PC interface module for advance reservation. In a polling-based 
situation, the number of communications between client 
and server will increase, and the client detects a change 
of resource status behind the actual change. On the 
other hand, this enables asymmetric communication, 
e.g., a client does not have global address or fire-
wall problems. WS-Notification[9] has been proposed 
for notification over web services and it also requires 
polling from the client side in order to detect network 
or server failures. Therefore, GridARS is based on polling 
and applies WS-Notification, optionally.

GridARS-WSRF consists of a WSDL Wrapper, a 
Main Module, and a Resource Manager Wrapper. Fig. 
4 is an example of GRS, with CRM for the computing 
resource, and NRM for the network resource. WSDL 
Wrapper is in between the various resource interfaces 
and the Main Module. GridARS applies a common advance 
reservation protocol for reservation, modification, 
and release, and different resource parameter rep-
resentations for each resource, because some resource 
representations such as JSDL[10] have already been 
standardized.

Main Module enables a polling-based 2PC reservation 
process for reservation, modification, and release. When a client invokes the reserve operation, 
Main Module returns a response to the client in a non- 
blocking manner, and sends the reserve request to 
resource schedulers or to the GridARS-Coscheduler. Af-
fter pre-reservation has finished, it completes the reser-
vation using the client commit request. A non-blocking 
manner is important for distributed systems. It avoids 
hang ups because of server or client side troubles, and 
enables recovery of each process from the failure, eas-
ily. Main Module also checks the status of reserved 
resources managed by the resource scheduler periodic-
ally in a polling-based manner, so that the client can 
get the status via the WSRF interface.

Resource Manager Wrapper provides an API for the 
GridARS-Coscheduler or resource schedulers. Implement-
ing this API, existing schedulers can provide a GridARS WSRF interface without complicated WSRF 
coding.

4 Design and Implementation of 
GridARS-WSRF

The advance reservation protocol of GridARS-
WSRF is based on GNS-WSI (Grid Network Ser-
vice - Web Services Interface)[11] version 2 (GNS- 
WSI2)[12]. GNS-WSI has been defined by the G-
lambda project[13], which is a collaboration of AIST, 
KDDI R&D Laboratories, NTT, and NICT. It is a web 
services-based interface for network resources for Grid 
middleware and applications. While the version 1 is 
based on pure web services, GNS-WSI2 is based on 
WSRF.

GridARS-WSRF provides the following services:

ReservationFactoryService Receives registration re-
quiests to book Grid resources. It also returns 
information on resources available on the Grid.

ReservationService Receives reservation, modifica-
tion, and release requests. It also manages current 
status of reserved resources.

ReservationCommandService Supports 2PC. It man-
gages the status of pre-reserve, modify, and release 
processes, and abort or commit for each process 
by order of users.

ReservationResource and ReservationCommandResource are service instances for ReservationService and ReservationCommandService for each user request, respectively.
### Table 1. Service operations related to reservation, modification, and release.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation name</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Input / Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ReservationFactoryService</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>create</td>
<td>Creates ReservationResource</td>
<td>- / rsvEPR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>getAvailableResources</td>
<td>Provides available resource information</td>
<td>conditions / available resource information</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **ReservationService (Accessed using rsvEPR)** | | |
| reserve | Makes resource reservation | Requirements on resources and reservation time / cmdEPR |
| modify | Modifies reserved resources | Requirements on resources and reservation time / cmdEPR |
| release | Releases reserved resources | - / cmdEPR |
| getReservationStatus | Returns reserved resource status | - / reserved resource status |
| getResourceProperty (GridResources) | Returns reservation result | Resource property name / Reserved resource information |

| **ReservationCommandService (Accessed using cmdEPR)** | | |
| commit | Completes reserve/modify/release process | - / - |
| abort | Destroys reserve/modify/release process | - / - |
| getReservationCommandStatus | Returns current status of (pre-)reserve/modify/release | - / status of the pre-process |

### 4.1 Service Operations

Table 1 shows service operations related to reservation, modification, and release for each GridARS-WSRF service. **ReservationFactoryService** creates **ReservationResource** which manages each set of reservation information and provides a query operation which provides information on available resources. The `create` operation returns EPR(Environment Point Reference) to the created **ReservationResource**. We call this EPR `rsvEPR`.

**ReservationService** provides operations for resource reservation / modification / release and acquisition of reserved resource status and reserved resource information. For `reserve` and `modify`, **ReservationService** receives requirements on resources, such as the number of clusters and CPUs, and bandwidth and reservation times, such as duration, deadline, or exact start and end time. At this point, **ReservationService** just returns an EPR called `cmdEPR` for **ReservationCommandResource** which manages the `reserve` / `modify` / `release` process. `reserve`, `modify`, and `release` are triggers of each command, and the actual process is managed by **ReservationCommandResource**.

**ReservationCommandService** provides notification of each command status and completes or destroys the command by order of the user. **ReservationCommandService** enables the 2PC WSRF reservation process.

### 4.2 Resource status transition and advance reservation protocol

**ReservationStatus** is a property of **ReservationResource** and represents the current reservation status for each reservation request. The **ReservationStatus** transition process is shown in Fig. 5. The **ReservationStatus** transition process consists of the following:

- **Created** **ReservationResource** is created.
- **Reserved** Requested resources are booked.
- **Activated** The resources are activated.
- **Released** The resources are released.
- **Error** Errors have occurred.

`create`, `reserve`, `modify`, and `release` in Fig. 5 indicate operations of Table 1 invoked by a client. `S` and `F` represent success and failure or destruction by the client of each command. The gray squares represent status changes at the server side.
Figure 5. The ReservationStatus transition process.

ReservationCommandStatus is a property of ReservationCommandResource and represents the current command status of each ReservationCommandResource created by a reservation-related operation such as reserve, modify, or release. The ReservationCommandStatus transition process is shown in Fig. 6. The ReservationCommandStatus transition process consists of the following:

Initial reserve/modify/release command has been sent to an actual resource manager, but the request has not been completed yet.

Prepared The requested command has been prepared.

Committed The command has been completed.

Aborted The requested resources are not available or the pre-command has expired.

commit and abort in Fig. 6 are invoked by the client, and the gray squares also represent status changes at the server side. After ReservationCommandStatus has changed to Prepared, the client invokes commit and abort.

We use a modified two-phase commit protocol. Fundamentally, a two-phase commit is a blocking protocol. If a coordinator fails after a reserve request, ReservationCommandStatus may be left in the Prepared state until the coordinator is repaired and the requested resources are blocked for that duration. Moreover, a coordinator and its cohorts are loosely coupled on the Grid, and the coordinator may not issue a commit or abort request.

Figure 6. The ReservationCommandStatus transition process.

We applied an automatic “time out” to the transit from Prepared to Aborted. In our system, Prepared waiting for a commit or abort request times out at $T_{\text{timeout}}$ as follows:

$$T_{\text{timeout}} = T_{\text{transit}} + \epsilon$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

$T_{\text{transit}}$ indicates the state transit time from Initial to Prepared.

4.3 Protocol Sequence of the Advance Reservation Process

We describe the protocol sequence of our advance resource reservation process in Fig. 7. As described in Section 3.2, each operation is non-blocking and based on a polling method.

User calls the create operation provided by GRS ReservationFactoryService. ReservationResource is created and the EPR (rsvEPR) is returned to User. After User calls reserve using rsvEPR, GRS starts to co-allocate the requested resources.

GRS collects available resource information, such as CPUs and bandwidth, by the getAvailableResources operation provided by RMs. Using the information obtained, GRS selects suitable resources and co-allocates the resource in coordination with related RMs based on distributed transactions. The bold lines in Fig. 7 represent a simultaneous process by transactions between GRS and RMs.

The reservation process between GRS and each RM is performed in the same manner between User and GRS.

After all of related RMs' ReservationCommandStatus have been changed to Prepared, GRS's ReservationCommandStatus is changed to Prepared and GRS waits
for a user commit or abort request. If User detects a Prepared status, User sends GRS the commit request and then GRS sends commit to the related RMs.

After the reservation process has completed at the related RMs, ReservationStatus of GRS and the appropriate RMs is changed to Reserved. User can search for success for the resource reservation to check the ReservationStatus via the getReservationStatus operation. Then, User acquires the reserved resource information.

4.4 Reference Implementation of GridARS-WSRF

We have developed a reference implementation of GridARS-WSRF named GridARS-WSRF/GT4 using Globus Toolkit4 (GT4). GridARS-WSRF/GT4 allows user authentication and authorization by GSI (Grid Security Infrastructure) as provided by GT4. GSI supports capabilities of authentication by certificates based on PKI (Public Key Infrastructure) and authorization by the grid-mapfile which maps global user name in the certificate on local user name. GRS also adopts a GSI delegation capability and books resources by each user authority.

We apply JSDL for computing resources and GNS-WSI2 for network resources, and extend them to represent advance reservation requirements.

5 Performance Measurement

The elapsed time of simultaneous resource reservation processes based on distributed transactions, compared to the number of RMs is shown in Fig. 8, Fig. 9, and Fig. 10. In these experiments, we emulate an actual Grid environment in our cluster, where all the hosts of GRS and eight RMs are deployed. User is located on the GRS host. Latencies between the hosts of GRS and RMs are 200 [us] in this cluster. In the experiments in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, we configured additional 186 [ms] latencies on the paths to one RM or all RMs. 186 [ms] equals the latency between Tokyo and North Carolina, where the GRS and one of the RMs in US were located in the experiment described in Section 6. It takes 2 [sec] for each pre-reservation and 1 [sec] for completion of each requested reservation at each RM.

For all graphs, the horizontal axis indicates the number of RMs invoked simultaneously in a reservation re-
quest, and the vertical axis indicates the elapsed time of the entire resource reservation process. Details of elapsed times are shown on the right hand side. create / reserve / polling / commit / polling in all graphs correspond to User’s invocation in Fig. 7. All of the results show the shortest elapsed time for ten trials over WSRF/GSI, respectively.

Comparing the three graphs, the elapsed times of Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 are comparable, and longer than those of Fig. 8; this is because the latest reservation process at an RM determines the total elapsed time in transactions. On the other hand, when the number of RMs increases, the elapsed times increase because of the load at GRS, but they are around 6.7 sec. Therefore, the GridARS co-allocation framework works efficiently on Grids on which GRS and RMs are widely distributed.

6 Case Study: a Trans-pacific Experiment using GridARS

We conducted a demonstration [14] at GLIF2006[15] and SC06[16]. In this demonstration, a user booked trans-pacific computing and network resources managed by different organizations, and we performed operations an actual parallel applications over the reserved resources. The demonstration was in cooperation with G-lambda and the EnLIGHTened Computing project[17].

In this experiment, a user submits requirements on resources from the portal system, GridARS makes corresponding reservations, and then the user involes a parallel application via WS GRAM of GT4. The parallel application starts at the reserved time, automatically. We use QM/MD simulation developed using GridMPI[18] for the application program.

QM/MD simulation simulates a chemical reaction process based on the Nudged Elastic Band (NEB) method[19]. In this simulation, the energy of each image is calculated by combining classical molecular dynamic (MD) simulation with quantum mechanics (QM) simulation, in parallel. MD and QM simulations were performed on distributed clusters in Japan and the US using GridMPI, which is a Grid-enabled reference implementation of MPI.

The experimental environment is as follows:

- # of sites (clusters) = 10 (7 sites in Japan and 3 sites in the US)
- # of network domains = 4 (3 domains in Japan and 1 domain in the US)
- NRM composition : NRMs developed by KDDI R&D Labs, NTT, EnLIGHTened Computing, and AIST, respectively. EnLIGHTened Computing and AIST NRMs were developed using GridARS-WSRF/GT4.

We booked computing and network resources in the US via HARC (Highly-Available Resource Co-allocator)[22] developed by EnLIGHTened. The EnLIGHTened and G-lambda teams developed wrappers to enable interoperability across our middleware stacks, so that GRS could book resources in the US with our
7 Related Work

There have been several global schedulers which allow meta-computing over distributed computing environment. In Moab Grid Suite[4], the Moab Grid Workload Manager can co-allocate distributed computing resources managed by the Maui Cluster Scheduler and TORQUE Resource Manager. Moab is a commercial Grid scheduling suite, and it also provides monitoring and reporting tools and a portal system for end users. In general use, only administrators can make reservations, but users can submit a reservation request and their jobs from the portal.

CSF4 (Community Scheduler Framework)[5] developed using GT4 is a WSRF-based scheduling framework for computing resources. The CSF MetaScheduler can submit user jobs to queuing systems, Platform LSF[23], GridEngine, and Open PBS[24]. CSF supports an advance reservation capability for LSF clusters. CSF is open source and provides a Portlet GUI, but LSF is a commercial queuing system.

GUR[25] is a global scheduler which supports advance reservation. It is offered in cooperation with the Catalina external scheduler, and can work with TORQUE and LoadLeveler. GUR finds and books available resources to communicate with Catalina schedulers, one by one. Communication between GUR and Catalina is SSH or GSI-enabled SSH.

While Moab, CSF, and GUR support only computing resources, the VIOLA MetaScheduling Service (MSS) [26] can co-allocate both computing and network resources as well as work with GridARS. MSS works on UNICORE[27]-based Grid environments. The communication between MSS and the other components will be based on WS-Agreement[28] for establishing agreement between a service provider and consumer.

HARC developed by the EnLIGHTened Computing project is a co-allocation system, which consists of Acceptors and Resource Managers. HARC applies the Paxos commit protocol[29] to enhance fault-tolerance of the Acceptor (coordinator) side. Each requirement on resources is represented by an XML document and sent to the HARC Acceptors and Resource Managers by REST-styled HTTP messaging.

However, there are no other co-allocation systems which support a safe transaction process by 2PC over the standard WSRF interface and that satisfies all the requirements as described in Section 2.
8 Conclusions

We propose the GridARS Grid co-allocation framework for management of various distributed resources such as computers and network, and we developed a general 2PC advance reservation protocol over WSRF.

The GridARS co-allocation architecture consists of Global Resource Scheduler (GRS) and Resource Managers (RM) and automatically co-allocates required resources, simultaneously. The main components of GridARS are GridARS-Coscheduler and GridARS-WSRF. GridARS-Coscheduler finds suitable resources for each user and co-allocates the resources based on distributed transactions. GridARS-WSRF is an interface module for the proposed advance reservation protocol.

Using a reference implementation, called GridARS-WSRF/GT4, we investigated the basic performance of the 2PC reservation process over WSRE/GSI on emulated Grid environments. The results showed that the GridARS co-allocation framework and the simultaneous reservation process worked efficiently on Grids on which GRS and RMs are widely-distributed.

Also, we described a case study of Grid co-allocation for transpacific computing and network resources using GridARS-WSRF/GT4. The experiment shows GridARS can co-allocate distributed computing and network resources managed by various multiple-domain local schedulers, stably.

For future work, we plan to make the reservation protocol more practical and investigate suitable co-allocation algorithms for multiple resources. We also plan to collaborate with other Grid co-allocation systems, such as VIOLA MSS.
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